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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Thank you everyone for joining the webinar today. My name is Colleen Reynolds and I am the Manager of Diversity & Inclusion for Serco Americas. I am also the lead for Talent Management at Serco responsible for a number of programs including the onboarding, training, learning and development, and engagement. Serco has been doing great things around diversity and inclusion for a number of years now and part of my role is to bring that all together into a cohesive practice where we focus on leveraging our talent to grow the business. With that being said, today I want to talk about a number of things in relation to Serco’s Diversity and inclusion practice. As it relates to wellness, diversity and inclusion is a big part of our culture at Serco and our diverse workforce, teams, and leaders are one of the things that makes our company a great place to work. I am excited to not only talk about what Diversity & Inclusion is all about but to also introduce to you the modern approach we have taken here at Serco to create value from this practice.The reality is, we live in a world where differences among people are sometimes still an issue. At Serco, we consistently score highly in areas of diversity and inclusion on our annual viewpoint engagement survey – often times higher than other organizational and companies within our industry. I think that is really something to be proud of – that says to me, here at Serco, we get it. We understand why diversity is important and we can all come together to create an inclusive culture that makes this a great place to work. Again, its's something I am really proud of and you all should be too. Today I really want to challenge what you think you might know about Diversity & Inclusion and walk you through the philosophy behind our D&I practice at Serco. 
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Diversity & Inclusion at Serco

The Serco Values are a part of 
everything we do – Trust, Care, 
Innovation, and Pride.

Diversity & Inclusion is a business 
imperative. Focusing on a culture 
where ideas are shared and 
encouraged drives innovation and 
growth.

Serco’s Diversity & Inclusion practice 
focuses on strategies to attract and 
harness top talent, drive growth and 
innovation, and understand our 
customers.

Serco Inc. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I mentioned how diversity and inclusion is a big part of our culture. So what is a culture? A culture is a system of shared values and beliefs, which governs how people behave in organizations.  - It’s the way we do things around here. These shared values have a strong influence on our people and they dictate how people perform their jobs, work with others and really how people feel when they show up to work every day. I know every person on this call is familiar with the Serco Values – the values are at the heart of everything we do as employees. They guide our actions, decisions, the quality of our services, and the partnerships we build with our customers and each other. The values are a big part of our culture here at Serco. Taking that one step further, it is important to acknowledge that it is our people who personify these Values. Our Serco DNA is made up of welders, accountants, engineers, veterans, and specialists just to name a few. Each of us brings something different and unique to work every day. My role is to ensure Serco is committed to encouraging a culture where every voice is valued and respected and where this way of thinking is harnessed to increase our success.With such a diverse workforce at Serco, one of the most important actions we can take is to harness those differences to help us accomplish some really important goals including: Attracting and harnessing top talentDriving growth and innovationAnd understanding our customersAll of these actions are critical to a great culture where all of our employees, teams, and leaders can be successful. This is what our D&I practice is all about. 
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Diversity & Inclusion
The Meaning

Serco Inc.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Let’s take a step back to talk about what Diversity & Inclusion is – what it is all about. Today what I want to focus on is how diversity and inclusion helps Serco to be more innovative. In our industry, this is truly a game changer that differentiates us from our competitors. The more innovative we can be, the more growth potential we have as an organization and all of that goes back to the commitment of our people.Diversity and inclusion is really about what different people bring to the table in terms of their background, experiences, and perspective. If we all had the exact same education, exact same upbringing, exact same hometown we would all do things the same way. And really when you are working hard to serve important customers like we do at Serco, you have to build on different ideas and experiences to come up with the best solution. Think about your own team and how different people bring different skills to the table. When I don’t know how to use a certain function in excel, I know I can go to Melanie because she is an expert there. Likewise, when Melanie needs help with a PowerPoint presentation she can come to me because I am really good at that.The sharing of those capabilities and skills is where inclusion comes into play. That is the culture part. The more we can actively seek each other out for input and encourage collaboration the more successful we will be as a company.The best way I can explain it and something that helps me remember is: diversity is like going to the party, inclusion is being asked to dance. Where we really see the value from a strong diversity and inclusion practice is when these two components support one another.
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Diversity & Inclusion
The Evolution
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Increasing Cultural Competency
Diversity – Existence of Differences Inclusion – What We Do With Them

COMPLIANCE
Avoidance of legal 
issues relative to 

treatment of 
protected classes

RECOGNITION
Acknowledging 
differences as a 
challenge to be 

managed

INCLUSION
Seeing the

positive value of 
differences 

through 
engagement

ACTIVATION
Utilizing 

differences to 
achieve the 

organization’s 
competitive 

success

Increasing Linkage of D&I to Business Strategy

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Quick exercise - I want you to think of the first thing that comes to your mind when you hear the word diversity. For many people race, gender, ethnicity comes to mind. I mentioned earlier I really wanted to challenge your thinking here and as we talk through the rest of the content and my goal is to show how Serco has taken a very modern approach to change the mindset where we focus on differences (things like race and gender) and more on how we leverage differences them to create value (things like perspective and collaboration for business results).We are in the decade of Human Capital which means we know that people are the most important asset to our business. We know how critical this is for Serco because we are in the service industry. With this intense focus on people, diversity & inclusion as a practice has gone through an evolution itself.  Let’s take a step in time. When we first heard of diversity and inclusion as a business practice back in the 90s, we focused on the mindset that differences in people exist. Under this mindset, we focused on compliance-driven aspects of diversity – or workforce demographics based on race, gender, and ethnicity. Under this same mindset, we evolved to look at diversity through the lens of managing diverse people –  and the challenge of managing differences within people and organizations. From there, our understanding of diversity & inclusion evolved to focus on a new notion of inclusion. – Ok we have different people or diverse employee populations, now what do we do with them? Inclusion focuses on the notion that we can engage people by understanding and acknowledging the positive value of their differences. And finally, companies all across the globe are working towards this ideal stage of inclusion where we can not only leverage the value of differences, but use that value to help the organization grow and succeed. I am talking about real results including revenue, recruiting, recognition, and competitiveness.You don’t have to be an expert to understand how important this type of work is. There is endless research available that talks about organizational performance and the link to a diverse employee population and an inclusive culture. At Serco of course we are working very diligently towards those inclusion and activation stages where we see real business and culture results for our company.
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Innovation 101
People Creating Value

Serco Inc.

 Innovation is about adding value

 Thinking about things in a different way or taking a different 
approach

 Innovation means growth, advancement, and profit – but also 
change, resistance, and sometimes failure

 People creating value by implementing new ideas

Innovation means seeing what everyone else sees
and thinking what no one else has thought.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So remember, diversity & inclusion at Serco is all about innovation. And at its core, innovation is all about adding value.It’s thinking about things in a different way or taking a different approach to create value that didn’t exist before.When you look at the Corporate Values on your badge, “Innovation” means being better than anyone else at what we do. And when Serco does things better than anyone else, we create value for our customers.As we talk about innovation, it is critical to remember that while innovation means growth, advancement, and profit, it also means change, resistance, and sometimes failure. It is a process.I will remind everyone on the call today to have an open mind. The topics and discussions we will have are all designed to force you to think about service delivery differently, take you out of your comfort zone a bit, and apply the principles of innovation to your day jobs.When we talk about the very basics, innovation is PEOPLE creating value by implementing new ideas. Our people are the ones who create ideas. When our team members embrace this mindset around innovation and collaboration, that is when we get to implement new ideas that create value.I love this quote - Innovation means seeing what everyone else sees and thinking what no one else has thought. Remember that next time you are working on a tough challenge or offering experience to a team member.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Many people may remember Apple’s Think Different ad from a number of years back. This ad highlighted how innovation and change are difficult and how some of the most well known “rule breakers” of our time took some of the biggest risks in order to foster change. It took time and effort to build truly innovative ideas.People like Albert Einstein, Martin Luther King Jr., John Lennon, Ted Turner, and Amelia Earhart.The thing about this ad that has resonated over time is its statement about how you can say a lot of things about people, but change in its essence can never be ignored. Remember that innovation fosters change and change is really what creates value.The reality is that thinking differently or creatively isn’t that easy! Those great innovative ideas take time to develop so we have to train our brains to think outside the box and consider other possibilities or “what ifs”.Let’s do another quick exercise.  
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
I want you to imagine you are a marketing “hot shot”. And you are sitting in your office when you get a call from on of your clients, the president of a large production company. Your client tells you somehow his inventory system has fouled up and his company now owns 1 million excess ball bearings. Ball bearings are these little silver balls that are typically used as weights.
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Change the Context
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How can you package and sell as many ball bearings as 
possible, using them individually or in any combination?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Your client asks your help to think of creative ways to repurpose, package and sell the ball bearings, using them either individually or in any combination. The more you can use together, the faster you can get rid of the excess supply.Take a minute to come up with an idea and jot it down.Let me give you some additional ideas to consider:Make jewelry out of them: earrings, bracelets, necklacesSew them into vests to use for weight clothing – for athletes in trainingUse them as level testersThe point here is that an idea – in this case the ball bearing – takes its meaning from the context you put it in. If you change the context, you change the meaning.Changing the context is a way to discover the possibilities within resource constraints and create new value.Changing the context of an idea is tough – sometimes it doesn’t come naturally to individuals so often times it is really helpful to collaborate with other people in order to make this happen. Next time you are faced with a tough challenge or idea use your teams or networks to gather a diverse set of ideas or input to come up with an idea that will create value.I mentioned changing the context to come up with a new idea can be tough. Sometimes its not you but other barriers that can get in a way. There is one phrase that can stop innovation right in its tracks. I have come across this phrase or attitude many times in my career – sometimes I am even victim to it myself.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Because that’s the way we’ve always done it. This is my least favorite phrase in the world….I bet you have heard this before too. Maybe even at Serco?I am excited to inform you all that this phrase among this group is no more! This is what we are here to challenge.Along the same lines, phrases like “that’s not in my lane”, “you have to talk to so and so about that”, or “I am not involved in that project” are all gone too.When you are collaborating to come up with a new idea or approach to a problem you have to set this aside. If we always stick to the old way of doing something, we will not create real value to help the company grow. Always challenge yourself and your team to think about the “what if”
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Innovation 101
Traits of an Innovator 

Demonstrates authenticity

Understands that innovation never happens in a vacuum

Lets go of high-control, low-trust model of leadership

Takes the long road

Understands innovation is not a one-time thing

Not afraid to break with the norm and push past conventional wisdom
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
We’ve talked about how innovation is people creating value, but what about when it is people themselves who get in the way of innovation. How can we be more aware of how our own attitudes and mindsets can actually hinder innovation?We have all heard of the great innovative companies – names like Apple, Google, Microsoft, Amazon. These names are synonymous with change AND value.But what about the people who drive those business efforts? We talked about how innovation is all about people creating value. Let’s talk about some of the traits of an innovator.<click>Innovators are authentic. They are passionate about what they do and are committed to creating dynamic, highly productive and values-based organizations that hire people who are passionate about their work and who make them feel valued and respected.<click>understand that innovation never happens in a vacuum. They value, build and sustain active, diverse networks of people, assets and organizations. Instead of viewing collaboration as a challenge, they see it as an opportunity to identify strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats.<click>Innovators have let go of the high-control, low-trust model of leadership and lead by directing from the center of their organizations. They empower employees to be creative and develop the skills they need to move to the next level.<click>Innovators take the long road. They are not taking shortcuts and are not afraid of going after more complex solutions, even if it means taking higher risks.<click>Innovators understand innovation is not a one-time thing and we have to continuously reach above and beyond what they have done before to stay competitive. This requires innovators to be effective change managers who know how to navigate through resistance to their ideas.<click>Innovators are not afraid to break with the norm and push past conventional wisdom that causes people to think in a box. They are aware customers don’t always know what they want.Remember these characteristics when you look at what you and your teams are capable of – this takes effort to get into this mindset.
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Innovation 101
Generating Ideas
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“When I’m just playing around”

“When I’m doing something 
else”

“When I’m not taking myself 
seriously”

“After my second glass of  
wine”

“When I’m faced with a 
problem”

“When things break down,    
and I have to fix them”

“When there’s a need to be 
filled”

“When a deadline is near”

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I want to throw a question out and think about the answers to yourself: Tell me when in your day are you most innovative? What kinds of situations do you get ideas in?There is a psychologist who asked this question to thousands of people and was able to summarize the responses into two categories. The first category reflects the philosophy that innovation is derived from necessity. Responses such as: “I get ideas…”“When I’m faced with a problem”“When things break down, and I have to fix them”“When there’s a need to be filled”“When a deadline is near”Interestingly enough, an equal if not a greater number of people get their inspiration from an non-related situation and respond like this: “I get ideas…”“When I’m just playing around”“When I’m doing something else”“When I’m not taking myself seriously”“After my second glass of wine”The conclusion by this psychologist was this: “Necessity may be the mother of invention, but play is certainly the father”.When you bring this mindset to the table, you are more likely to generate better ideas because your defenses are down, you aren't concerned with the rules or being wrong, and you are giving yourself a license to try different approaches without fear of penalty.So how do we get there and become this creative type of mind?
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Originals are non-conformist who 
stand out, speak up, and drive change 
– the people you want to bet on.

How to recognize originals and be a 
little more like them. 

Understanding the creative process 
can make you more of an original by 
sparking creativity and producing 
better outputs.

Being the type of person who doubts 
the default and looks for something 
better.

Originals
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
To explore these types of thinking, I want to recommend a great book to you called Originals written by an author named Adam Grant.  Adam Grant, a Wharton professor and IO psychologist who speaks all over the world about non-conformity and creativity and the behaviors of people who embody these traits. If you have never heard of the book Originals I highly suggest you look it up. The book talks about a type of individual Adam refers to as an original and how leaders can #1 recognize originals, and #2 be more like them. There are also a ton of YouTube videos you can access that link back to this book.Originals are nonconformists, people who not only have new ideas, but take action to champion them. People who stand out and speak up and who drive change in the world. In the book, Adam talks about how if you can understand and embrace the creative process, how ideas are made, you can train your brain to be more productive and achieve better outcomes. That is what being an original is all about.The key to remember is originals have the same fear and doubt about their ideas as anyone else, they just manage that process differently. 
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Innovation 101

1. This idea is awesome
2. This idea is tricky
3. This is crap
4. I am crap
5. This might work
6. This idea is awesome

The Creative Process
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Building on Adam Grant’s philosophy on originals, this slide is a depiction of how the creative process works for most of us. Read this to yourself quickly.There are two different types of doubts – self doubt and idea doubt. Self doubt is paralyzing, but idea doubt is energizing – it motivates you to test, experiment, and refine. They key to being original is avoiding the leap from step 3 to step 4. <click>. Instead of saying this is crap, say the first few drafts are always crap, and I am just not there yet. If I give it some more time and collaborate with the people I know can make this better, I can get there.
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Conclusion
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think different.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We talked about the critical components of innovation and how that plays into our diversity and inclusion practice. <click>People – Innovation is done by people. And to take that one step further, great innovation is generally done by groups of people working collaboratively. The key here is that people initiate innovation and foster advancement when working together.<click>Value – The purpose of innovation is to create value that didn’t exist before. Value for internal and external customers, the organization, or other stakeholders. The key here is innovation creates value.<click>Implementation – Innovation is only realized when an idea has been put into action and there is a result or change that has been created. Be that a new process, product, service, or outcome. The key here is innovation produces results.<click>New idea – Innovation requires different ways of looking at problems and opportunities. Changing the context, if you will. When you match an idea with value, that is when you foster advancement.In summary, we see that innovation is all about people and embracing a mindset that encourages creative thinking. That is where value is created. Going forward, it is just as important for you to embrace these traits for your own development, but to recognize these traits among your team members and support that inclusive culture where we value each other’s different perspectives to come up with the best ideas and solutions.Think about the people you know who are originals. I want to remind and encourage the group to always be the type of person who adds value and takes risks to implement change and new ideas – that is what our diversity and inclusion practice us all about.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Thank you so much for attending the webinar today. I hope you found this information helpful and there will be a number of upcoming diversity and inclusion initiatives to get involved with. Thank you for attending this wellness webinar today. The secret word for this presentation is, of course, Innovation. Make sure to submit that word to wellness@serco-na.com to earn your wellness tickets for participating today.Please remember that diversity here at Serco is all about perspective – recognizing the different skills, capabilities, and insights that can help us provide the best services and solutions to our customers. Inclusion is the culture piece. – Looking to each other for those skills and capabilities and sharing information to support a collaborative culture and a place we can all be proud to work at. There will be a recording of this webinar made available should you want to share it with your team members or colleagues.
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